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Abstract

This paper presents an optimal control method for consensus of satellite cluster flight under a kind of energy matching condition.
Firstly, the relation between energy matching and satellite periodically bounded relative motion is analyzed, and the satellite energy
matching principle is applied to configure the initial conditions. Then, period-delayed errors are adopted as state variables to establish
the period-delayed errors dynamics models of a single satellite and the cluster. Next a novel satellite cluster feedback control protocol
with coupling gain is designed, so that the satellite cluster periodically bounded relative motion consensus problem (period-delayed errors
state consensus problem) is transformed to the stability of a set of matrices with the same low dimension. Based on the consensus region
theory in the research of multi-agent system consensus issues, the coupling gain can be obtained to satisfy the requirement of consensus
region and decouple the satellite cluster information topology and the feedback control gain matrix, which can be determined by Linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) optimal method. This method can realize the consensus of satellite cluster period-delayed errors, leading to
the consistency of semi-major axes (SMA) and the energy-matching of satellite cluster. Then satellites can emerge the global coordinative
cluster behavior. Finally the feasibility and effectiveness of the present energy-matching optimal consensus for satellite cluster flight is
verified through numerical simulations.
� 2017 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Satellite Cluster Flight (Ben-Yaacov et al., 2016; Chu
et al., 2013; Mazal and Gurfil, 2014; Zhang, 2013; Zhang
and Gurfil, 2015a,b; Zimmerman and Gurfil, 2015), is a
form of disaggregated satellite systems configuration and
operations mode. There is no requirement for precise con-
trol of relative attitude and position, but mission objectives
and system requirements and constraints, including

inter-satellite communications and safety aspects, dictate
constraints on the cluster design and control need to be sat-
isfied. Cluster Flight can be seen as periodically bounded
relative motion.

In order to reduce the fuel consumption of the cluster
system, the satellite cluster should maintain periodically
bounded relative motion as long as possible, with no con-
trol force or small thrust. Satellite’s orbital period depends
on its orbit energy. To achieve a periodically bounded
motion, they need to satisfy a kind of energy matching
between satellites (energy equal or equivalent) (Gurfil,
2005; Gurfil and Mishne, 2007). Gurfil (Gurfil and
Mishne, 2007) demonstrated that using only the measured
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value of LOS (Lion-of-Sight) direction, which brings peri-
odically delay state errors, exerting feedback control can
realize the satellite semi-major axis convergence and energy
matching. Xu studied the reference orbit dynamics and rel-
ative motion dynamics under the J2 perturbation (Xu and
Wang, 2008). Morgan and Chung considering the study of
Xu, found a kind of energy matched initial conditions con-
sidering the J2 perturbation and atmospheric drag pertur-
bation, which can reduce relative drifts and fuel
consumption (Morgan et al., 2012). Morgan’s results had
been applied for swarms of 100-Gram-Class Spacecraft
space system architecture (Hadaegh et al., 2016).

In order to make satellite cluster emerge global coordi-
nation behavior and implement periodically bounded rela-
tive motion, we can analyze the problem from the
perspective of consensus (Ren and Beard, 2008). In Ren’s
book, the problem of information consensus is addressed
using distributed consensus algorithms. Recently, many
scholars have conducted research on the problem of con-
sensus. Olfati-Saber pointed out that if the topology of
the multi-agent system is strongly connected digraph, then
for any initial state, the states of the system asymptotically
converge (Saber and Murray, 2003, 2004). Ren demon-
strated that if the static time-invariant topology is given,
the necessary and sufficient condition for the system to
achieve consensus is an information exchange diagram
contains a spanning tree (Ren et al., 2005; Ren and
Beard, 2005, 2008). However, their researches mainly focus
on the ground or underwater multi-agent, unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), etc., which are in relatively simple
mechanics environment. Satellites are running in the center
gravitational field with different perturbations, so that the
dynamics environment makes consensus problem much
more complicated. Zhang and Gurfil’s work developed a
distributed controller for controlling a satellite cluster to
the same orbit, which inspires the study on consensus of
satellite cluster (Zhang and Gurfil, 2016).

Recently, the research on optimal consensus problem
has attracted attentions from many relevant scholars. The
problem has not only practical application value but also
profound theoretical significance. In multi-agent systems
and complex network optimal consensus research, some
scholars introduced the synchronization region/consensus
region to analyze (Li et al., 2010; Tuna, 2008; Zhang
et al., 2011). Through the establishment of a unified struc-
ture, the consensus of multi-agent systems is cast into the
stability of a set of matrices of the same low dimension.
It is also worth mentioning that by using the optimal
design approach, the control gain design is decoupled from
the communication graph structure. Finally it can realize
the states of multi-agent systems to converge. Moreover,
this method also has significance to the satellite cluster
flight optimal consensus problem.

This paper studies the significance of the energy match-
ing conditions for satellite cluster flight and designs a satel-
lite cluster flight optimal control algorithm under the
condition of energy matching consistency. Firstly, the

relationship between energy matching and satellite period-
ically bounded relative motion is analyzed, and the satellite
energy matching principle is referred to configure the initial
conditions. Then, the period-delayed errors dynamics
model of a single satellite and the cluster are established.
Next based on the consensus region theory, a novel satellite
cluster feedback control protocol with coupling gain is
designed, so that the consensus of satellite cluster is cast
into the stability of a set of matrices with the same low
dimension, and the computational complexity of the prob-
lem is reduced. The coupling gain can be obtained to satisfy
the requirement of consensus region in order to decouple
the control gain design from the communication topology.
Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) optimal method is used
to determine the feedback control gain matrix. As a result,
the optimal consensus protocol is finally obtained.

2. Satellite cluster flight and energy- matching

In satellite clusters, a stable periodic relative motion is
required. The necessary and sufficient condition is that
the period of each satellite in cluster is the same, and this
condition can be referred to as a period matching condi-
tion. Assuming the reference satellite is running in the
two body gravitational field, so that the orbital period T
is fixed by the semi-major axis a,

T ¼ 2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a3=l

p
ð1Þ

where l is the earth gravitational constant. On the other
hand, in the two body gravitational field, satellite orbit
semi-major axis determines the energy of unit mass,

E ¼ �l=2a ð2Þ
As a result, multi-satellite cluster flight period matching

condition can be transformed into energy matching condi-
tion. The condition can be expressed by the mechanical
energy of any satellite Si and Sj is equal, which can be
shown as follows

kV ik2
2

þ Ui ¼ kV jk2
2

þ Uj ð3Þ

where V i and Ui denote the satellite’s orbital velocity and
gravity potential energy respectively.

This paper refers to the reference orbit dynamics and
relative motion dynamics equations considering J2 pertur-
bation from (Xu and Wang, 2008). The Local Vertical,
Local Horizontal (LVLH) coordinate system is used to
describe the satellite relative motion. The origin O is on
the mass center of the relative satellite, x axis is along the
radius vector; z axis pointing along the orbital angular
momentum vector, and y axis completes the right-hand
coordinate system, being vertical with x axis within the
orbital plane. Morgan and Chung’s energy matching initial
conditions based on the dynamic equation mentioned
above is applied to study the satellite cluster flight, which
is used as the initial conditions in simulation (Morgan
et al., 2012), as shown below
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